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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Econometrics Is a broad field which deals with theory as well as

empirical statistical analysis. The methods recently used include four

categories: linear programming, non-linear programming, simultaneous

equations, and multiple regression. There are books and papers devoted

to each one of these categories to deal with economic problems such as

prediction, decision making, etc.

Agricultural economics has applied ecunonetrlc methods in many

problems. Only empirical research in agricultural economics has been

surveyed. This survey covered the Journal of Farm Economics for the

period February 1957 to February 1962 inclusive. Articles dealing with

theory or with methodology and not including empirical research were not

considered in this survey. The reason for choosing this periodical is

that it is a general journal, which a»tain3 articles ranging freely and

widely in every field of agricultural economics, so that the results

obtained from this journal may be regarded as representative in the whole

area. It has close contacts with experiment stations of colleges and

universities, and in It are republished bulletins and Ph.D theses which

are Important in the field. Twenty two articles have been found using

econometric methods and empirical data in the Journal within the period.

Four of these articles used linear programming method; five used simul-

taneous equations; and thirteen used multiple regression method. This



indicates that in the agricultural sector multiple regression method has

been most widely applied. That is the reason that this report emphasizes

the multiple regression analysis.

In order to have a better understanding of why this method (multiple

regression) is used so often by agricultural economists, and how effec-

tive the results obtained are, a concentrated study of this method was

undertaken. And it is the purpose of this paper to present a general

idea of the results of ten empirical studies, 1 which have been used as

the frame of this paper. Specifically, it is desired to find out what

•re the major objectives of the researches, what success did these authors

have in testing their theories (Did they get good statistical fits in

their regressions?), and what types of independent variables are more

important, if any. Before discussing the results of this survey a brief

description of the nature of econometrics will be given in Chapter II.

'Among thirteen articles which used multiple regression, there are three
the writer had difficulty in understanding, therefore only ten articles
were used for this paper. See list of ten articles in Chapter III.



CHAPTER I I

THE NATURE AND DEVELOPA«£NT OF ECONOMETRICS

Economics, Sratistical Economics, A.,athernat cal Economics and Econone-

trir.a

Economics is a science which studies the alternative uses of the

scarce resources for satisfying various human wants. It involves the

theories of price, of production, of demand and supply, of income, of

trades, of economic organizations etc. And the theories have been used

as tools to understand the situation of society, to guide the decision

making for economic activities, to promote the living standard of the

whole wor Id.

Mathemat leal econc~i!es is applied mathematics, a partnership between

mathemat ics and economics. It states the axioms or basic assumptions of

economic theory in terms of mathematical symbols. 1^ then uses the me-

thods of mathenatics to derive theoretical conclusions from the assump-

tions. A\athemar ical economics does express pure theoretical statements,

but does not prove any theory about the real world. "The testing of •

theory can lead to its rejection as inconsistent with facts, but it can

never lead to Mm proof of the theory, but only to its provisional accep-

tance as not inconsistent with facts," k, G. D. Allen stated. 1 Therefore,

mathematical economics is best regarded as the process of following up

I

See ( I ), Ch. I.



the consequences of a particular set of self-consistent axioms with

economic content.'

Statistical economics Is a form of quantitative economics thst

avoids economic theory and claims to provide a statistical summary of

the economic data themselves.

"Econometrics is a name for a field of science In which mathemati-

cal-economics and mathematical-statistical research are applied in

combination."2 It differs from mathematical economics by including

stat lat leal measurement and testing. Since it combines data with theory

to obtain quantitative results, it Is not statistical economics only.

Econometrics, quantitative economic study, hss a threefold basis: it is

necessary to formulate economic hypotheses, to collect appropriate data,

and to confront hypotheses with data. 3

Development of Econometrics

Economic theory Involves quantitative analysis, and therefore re-

quires the language or method available to deal with quantitative argu-

ments. Some economic authors, like Smith and Say, in writing on Political

Economy, have preserved all the beauties of a pure literary style) but

there wr% others like Ricardo, who, when treating the most abstract ques-

tions, or when seeking great accuracy, have not been able to avoid algebra,

and have only disguised it under arithmetical calculations of tiresome

length. Geve has been regarded as the first known yt Iter to apply

mathematical methods to economic problems. In 1826, J. H. von Thunen's

'

ibid

2
See 1191, p. I

3
See 1161.



book could haw taught ua how thaory grows out of tha observation of

business practice. Ha pointed out tha Idaa of marginal productivity,

coat accounting, bookkeeping, and related subjects, all of which cover

a mass of material which economists had entirely neglected up to that

time, and these are great contributions to economics and statistics

as wall aa to econometrics.

August in Cournot of France was apparently the first to apply mathe-

matics with a great degree of success. His "Researches Into the Mathe-

matical Principles of the Thaory of Wealth" published In 1838, is one

of the most striking achievements in the field of mathematical economics.

Cournot stated In the preface of his book that: "The employment of

mathematical symbols Is perfectly natural whan tha relations between

magnitudes are under discussion." 1 In Cournot's book the first princi-

ples of differential and Integral calculus are applied in order to

obtain the solution of the general questions which arise from the

theory of wealth.

Leon Walraa, tn his theory of equilibrium, gave a powerful base to

the work of econometrics. It Is true that while he made the decisive

step in the quantitative, he failed to move In the numerical line, but

when we look on the numerical possibilities of that moat general and

moat abstract part of econometrics we see that it Is the equilibrium

theory in Wslras* sense.

Jevons, the writer of Theory of Political Economy, was concerned

with marginal utility and the general mathematical treatment of "value

and utility."

See 16)-, p. 3.



In 1914, when Henry Ludwell Moor* published hit "Economic Cycles:

Their law and Cause", 1 the first definitive and systematic attack on

the problem of deriving demand curves was completed. This book contains

equations expressing the relation between quantity and price for each of

several agricultural products and, derived from these equations, elasti-

cities of demand for each crop. The work has served as a point of

departure for practically all the demand studios which have subsequently

been made. From 1925 until his death in 1936, Henry Schultz wes the

leader of this field. His book: 'Statistical Laws of Demand and Supply

with Speclel Application to Sugar"2 Is devoted to the determination of

the demand and supply function, and elasticities for sugar, with special

attention to the logical basis for procedure and with an illustrative

application to the tariff.

I. Fisher expended Jevons' determination of exchange of two com-

modities between two trading bodies to the exchange of any number of

commo d ities between any number of traders and obtained the Interpreta-

tion of the mochanlam, which was expressed by writing many equations In

as many unknowns. These equations are essentially theme of walras. The

only fundamental dlfferencea ere that Fisher used marginal utility through,

out and treated it aa a function of the quantities of commodity, whereas

Walras makes the qusntlty of each commodity a function of the prices.

(

See (I7>.

2
See (18).



CHAPTER Ml

RECENT EMPIRICAL STUDIES IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Kinds of Subject Matter Discussed

Economists have contributed numerous works both In theoretical

analysis end empirical researches on demand and supply, from which all

the economic activities hang. When such topics as government policy,

international trade, farm income, labor forces, market prices are dis-

cussed, demand and supply come Into the picture very often. Alao It Is

true with agricultural problems that demand and supply are most important

factors to be considered. A review of the ten articles from the Journal

of Farm Economics which have been chosen for this report, reveala the

conclusion. The tw\ articles analyzed are the following:

Barker, "Supply Functions for Milk Under Varying Price Situations".
Reference (21.

3rake, "Fertilfxer Demand in the South Atlantic and East North
Centre I Reglona". Reference 13).

Suae and Brando*, "The Relationship of Volume, Price, and Costa
to Marketing Margins for Farm Foods". Reference (91.

Cromarty, "The Farm Demand for Tractors, Machinery and Trucks".
Reference (7).

Dawson, "The Productivity of **t9r In Agriculture". Reference (81.

Dean and Heady, "Changes In Supply Response end Elasticity for Hogs".
Reference (9).

Doll, Jebe and Munson, "Computation of Variance Estimates for Marginal
Physical Products and Marginal Rataa of Substitution".
Reference (10).



Frananann and Judge, 'Estimation of Response Relationship for

Eggs". Rafaranca (12).

Griliches, "Estimates of tha Aggregate U. S. Farm Supply Function".

Rafaranca (13).

Hertmen and Andereon, •Eatlmetlng tha Valua of Irrigation Water

from Farm Salaa Oata In Northeastern Colorado".

Rafaranca 1141.

Tabla I indicates that agricultural aconomtata favor damand and

supply analyaia whan they daal with enplrlcel quant Itatlve atudiaa.

TABLE I

CLASSIFICATION OF TEN EMPIRICAL STUDIES

IN THE JOURNAL OF FARM ECONOMICS, 1957.1962

(MULTIPLE REGRESSION METHOOI

Number Number Avaraga Number

Claaalf Icatlona of of of Varlablaa Uaad

Artlclaa Equations for Each Equation*

Damand 4 17 3.5

Supply 3 40 3.5

Othara 3 30 5.0

Markatlng margin I 28 5
Production function I I 3

Evaluation of Input I I 6

Total 10 67 4.0

'including dapandant variables.

'tool I copied tha regression equation from the paper "Crop Response Surfaces
and Economic Optima in Fertiliser Use" which was presented by Heady,
Pesek and Brown, aee (15).

The number of equatlona of demand, aupply or "othara" merely preeente

the work «hlch hes been done by economists. The eversge number of



variables uitd for each aquation Indicates that tour Is a practical number

to be chosen in the empirical studies.

Since ell ten articles studied are In the agricultural field, it

will be Interesting to know what kinds of agricultural commodities have

been mostly studied. The following Table 2 summarizes the agricultural

conmodttles Into six groups, then according to the clsssif lest Ion

mentioned above (demand, supply snd others). The frequency tells whst

kinds of commodities were studied under each classification.

TABLE 2

FREQUENCY OF STUDIED AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES

Number Others

ities of Demand Supply Marketing Production *,
Articles Margin Function Evaluation

Farm foods 5 1

Farm inputs 4 3e

Livestock and
livestock products 5< 3

All crops combined 1

All agricultural com-
modities combined

20*

Tot si 10 20

'Evaluates economic effects of irrigation water.

b
Twenty kinds of farm foods hsve bean studied In one article .

c
Three kinds of farm Inputs have been atudied in one article.

One article contains livestock and livestock products, all crops combined
and all agricultural commodities combined.
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Objectives of Studies and Variables Used

A brief summary concerning the objectives of the studies is present,

ed in a table form:

TABLE 3

OBJECTIVES OF STUDIES

Classif icat ion

Number Average
of Number of

Articles Observations
Object i ves

Demand

Farm food

Farm input

I

3

22

18 Price-consumption estimation for

eggs.

26 Demand for tractor, machinery,
trucks, irrigation water, and

f ert i I izer.

ply 3

Livestock I

Aggregate supply I

Livestock production I

26

14 Supply of hogs.

31 Aggregate supply of all agricul-
tural commodities.

33 Illustrate the irreversibility of

supply function.

Others

/market margin

28.5

Production function" I

Water

33 "Determine the relation of farm-
retail price spreads for indi-

vidual foods to the average
spread for all foods collectively
and to the volume, retail price
and change in price of the indi-

vidual food."3

Demonstrate the procedure of es-
timating marginal physical
products and variances of marginal
physical products.

24 Evaluate- the economic effects
or irrigation water.

I See (5).

See footnote b under Table I, p. 8.



II

In empirical studies of multiple regression, one of the problems

that needs to be solved first Is what effective factors T9 to be used

tn the equations. Of course this should be decided according to the

purpose of the study.

Quantity demanded for different products is affected by different

factors or different combinations of factors. But the most commonly

used factor In demand study Is current price of the commodity concerned

and the wealth or Income of the farm. The others are price of substitute

commodities, and lagged price etc. Table 4 wi 1 1 indicate this result.

This table includes cases of both factor demand and consumer demand.

TABLE 4

FREQUENCY OF VARIABLES USED FOR DEMAND STUDIES

Number of Equations Containing Spec if led Variables

Products Studied
*. 2 3 4

X
5

x
6

X
7

Irrigation water 1 2

Machinery 1 1 1 4 1

Tractor 1 1 2

Trucks 1 1 2

Fertilizer 2 2 5 2 2

All eggs 3 1

AA grade eggs 2

A grade eggs 2

B and non grade eggs 1

Total 14 3 2 1 II 5 6
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: price of commodity at time period t

I price of commodity at time parlod t-l

: Prica of substitute goods

j price of complementary or supplementary goods

: wealth or income of the farm

: stock of commodity

: others

One way to estimate supply elasticity Is via the production func-

tion. Dean and Heady* eetlmeted the production functions for hogs then

computed the supply elasticity. It may be said that causal factors of

production are also Indirectly causal factors of supply. The causal

factors used for supply or for production are presented In following

Table 9.

TABU 5

FREQUENCY OF VARIABLES USED FOR SUPPLY STUDIES

Products Studied
Numoer of Equations Containing Specified Variables

I

Hogs 4

Aggregate supply8 6

Aggregate of all crops 6

Aggregate of livestock
« livestock products 20

6

6

6

14
s

5

6

20

9

5

Total

„

56 20 8 12 31 14

For all agricultural commodities.

When the variable used In the equation ia price of commodity deflated by

price of input, then it has been counted for Xj* X., one each.

See (91.

I



*2

h
s
X6
X
7

13

Price of commodity

Price of input

Price of competitive commodity

Stock of commodity

Quantity of input commodity produced

Weather index

Trend (time)

Lagged output

From the table, it is obvious that price of commodity and trend

(time) are used most often. As for X
2 (price of input), the third high-

est frequency in this table, this variable was used because two out of

the three articles were discussing a product which required feed. So

whether X2 is an effective variable for supply studies or not depends

on the product studied.

So far the variables used for seven empirical studies have been sum-

marized in two previous tables under the categories of demand and supply.

The last three articles, which were classified into the category of

'others" are difficult to summarize as to what kind of variables were

commonly used, for the dependent variables of each article varied one

from another. However, the average number of variables per equation used

for each study is presented in the last column of Table I.

Goodness of Fi t

The value of the multiple correlation coefficient squared, R2 ,

expresses the reliability of the relationship of the independent variables

to the dependant variable. And the term l-R indicates the ratio of the

variance of the unexplained residuals in the regressions to the original

variance of the dependent variable. Therefore, the greater the R2 is.
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the better fitted the equation is. Of course the variances or standard

errors of the regression coefficients wl 1 1 affect the value of the R2 too.

When authors publish the results of their empirical studies. It

usually means that the results have approached some standard of satisfac-

tion. There are only two equations with really low values of the multiple

correlation coefficient squared.

Table 6 gives a general idea about the range of the multiple correla-

tion coefficient squared.

TABLE 6

RANGE OF MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT SQUARED

'FOR TEN EAAPIRICAL STUDIES. (NUMBER OF EQUATIONS)

Classification Below 0.60:0.60-0.69:0. 70-0.79:0.80-0.89:0.90-C\CP:Total

Domnd

Supply

Others

Total 2 7 5 9 64 87

" .—— '
' ' " ' iii i ^—

—

—»— ^^—

—

One of the major reasons for the residual error of the prediction

Is that there are some other causal independent variables which were not

included in the study. Take the egg study of Mr. J. R. Franzmann and G.

G. Judge 1 as an example. One of the equations of this study Is:

Y, - 33.91 - 0.2757Z,
, R2 m 0.70 (I)

where Yj * total purchases of eggs In dozens per 100 customers, and

Z. » average price of eggs per dozen. (Assume a uniform increase in

'See (12)

3 2 I i 1 !7

1 2 2 4 Ji 40

] 2 1 A. 22 30
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price level of all grades of eggs). The price of eggs alone has been

used as a causal variable in this equation. There are many other varia-

bles which might affect the demand for eggs, such as price of previous

years, income of the consumer, etc. The authors have given another

equation in their study and included the difference between the average

price per dozen in time period t and the average price per dozen in time

period t-l as an additional causal factor, and obtained the equation and

multiple correlation coefficient squared as foi lowvs:

Y, - 45.77 - 0.4829Z, _ 0.0873Z
2 , R2 - 0.93 (2)

The result of adding one more variable reveals that: (I) there are

effective variables which were neglected In equation I; (2) the former

price of the eggs does affect the purchase of eggs in time period t.

Roughly speaking, when R2 is more than 0.9 the prediction is considered

rather good or significant, because there are always some unpredictable

facts which will influence the actual demand, but the influence will not

be significant; therefore they are not included In the study.

A change in the causal variables in the equations will affect the

accuracy of the prediction or will affect the value of R . Therefore a

variety of formulations wl 1 1 present different goodness of fit. Take the

demand for eggs as a function of the average price of eggs as an example.

Six equations published contain a range of R2 from 0.60 to 0.98, which

Indicated that some of the equations are better than others.

The relative Importance of the Independent Variables

One of the objectives of this study is to find out If there is a

tendency for certain classes of Independent variables used in econometric

research to be more important than other kinds. A measurement of relative
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importance or contribution of individual independent variables in ex-

plaining the variation in the dependent variable can be obtained by the

t-rotio or by the partial correlation coefficient.

The t-ratio is computed anyway In tests of hypotheses, or In forming

confidence intervals for regression coefficients. The t-ratio for coef-

ficient bj is defined as:

t, - o,/Sbj

S^ denotes the estimated standard error of the regression coefficient.

The larger the t-ratio, tho more important is the variable I in the

regression equation.

Using the demand for machinery as an example, the demand function

is:

Y, » 2,397,952 - 720.5Y6 + 235.BZ2 - l,206.3Z3 + 28.8Z4 I- I;,.

(450) (255.4) (257.0) (46.3) 14. 1

1

+38.6Z
6
+ l,232.9Z

7
- 433.029 ^ R2 „ 0#g5

(22.4) (2,549.6) (126.5)

Y, : the value of manufacturers' sales of farm .Machinery and equip-
ment for use on farms deflated by the wholesale price index
for farm machinery, or quantity of machinery purchases by

farcers.

Y : the wholesale price index for farm machinery deflated by the

general price level.

Z
2

: the index of prices received by farmers for crops and lives-
tock, deflated by the general price level.

Z-i the index of prices paid by farmers for items usee in production
excluding wages and the components of farm machinery and motor
vehicles Indexes, deflated by the general price level.

See (7)
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Z. : the value of farm machinery on farms at the beginning of each

year deflated by the wholesale price Index for all machinery.

Z- i the asset position of farmers at the beginning of the year

deflated by the general price level.

Z
6

: realized net Income for the provfoua years, deflsted by the

general price level.

Z_ t the average acreage of cropland pr farm.

Zg t an Index of farm labor costs, deflated by the general price

level.

The t-ratios are:

h -Hfc*- 4--

Z
5

m
~ ~477

'9 ""*TO

JM-3.80

Zn «|4-3.42

\ - 720.5 -
450

1.56

\h
rx

255.8 _
255.4

0.92

\ a 28.8 .

46.3
0.62

t» _ 1.232.9 » 0.412 - —2|4- 1.72
6 22.4 / *,wr.w

rrom the t values the Z
3 Is the most Important factor. The other

variables Z
5 , z

g , Z
6 , Y6 , Z

2 , Z
4 , Z

7
, have Importance respectively going

down.

The partial correlation coefficient will now be discussed. It re-

presents the relationship of two variables, holding other variables In

the equation non-effective. Here wa emphasize the partial relationship

between dependent variables with each Independent variable only. There-

fore, the ^r—tw the partial correlation coefficient squared (coefficient

of partial determination) of the dependent variable to the Independent

variable la, the more important the contribution the independent variable

provides in explaining the dependent variable. The calculation of the
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coefficient of partial determination nay be defined aa:

rf,, ,
- I - SW, K

I .2,3, » ..)ll.....k

wnor# f 2 3 ,)M...k den°tes tn* s2 ,n • *•* °' varlablea in which

variable I la omitted, but all other Independent varlablea are Included)

sT.2,3,....k denotea the variance of residuals. Another eaaler way to

calculate the coefficient of partial determination after t value la ob-

tained is:

rflfpl - ^

I + Irukl/tf

where rwk la tht number of degrees of freedom.

Using the latter formula, and t values of the last example, the

partial correlation coefficient squared can be obtained In-k >* 23).

r
?Z

5lpl
-°'49 r

IY6tp>
-°- 10

r
iz
5

iP i
-°- 39 r

iz2cpi
-o-o*

fa " 0.M fa - 0.02

r
fz
6
(p) = <>•" rfljW -o.OI

The reaults reveal the same conclusion aa using t-ratios.

Since the t test of the significance of the coefficient bj Is equi-

valent to an F teat of the significance of r
f |

i

D |» where F - tl

with I and In-k) degrees of freedom. The t-ratios have been computed to

Indicate the Importance of varlablea used for these art Idea. Table 7

'See III), p. 6



shows the variables used for demand studies and Table & shows the variables

used for supply studies.

TABLE 7

AVERAGE VALUE OF THE t-RATIOS FOR VARIABLES USED IN DEMAND STUDIES

Product Studied x
.

x
2

X
3

X4
X
5

X6 X
7

Irr igat Ion water 2.38 3.15

Machinery 1.56 0.92 4.69 2.36 0.62

Tractor 1.99 1.59 4.38

Trucks 2.31 5.00 2.29

Fertilizer 4.10 2.54 3.88 15.47 2.71

All eggs 13.99 3.22

AA grade eggs 5.96

A grade eggs 3.56

B and non grade
egg» 2.68 2.52

Average 4.28 2.88 1.72 4.69 3.21 6.82 2.72

Xj : price of connodity at time period t

price of commodity at time period t-l

price of substitute goods

price of complementary or supplementary goods

wealth or income of the farm

stock of commodity

others

X2
X3
X4
x5

X7

in comparing the average value of the t-rar ios of variables used in

demand studies. Table 7 reveals a rather unusual results. Stock of com-

modities and price of complementary or supplementary goods are the most

effective variables instead of the price of the commodities and the wealth
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or income of the farm, which are usually considered as the most effective

variables in demand study.'

TABLE 8

AVERAGE VALUES OF THE t-RATIOS OF VARIABLES USED IN SUPPLY STUDIES

Products Studied X. X- X, X^ X, Xg X^ Xg

Hogs 10.81 4.04 3.14 3.77 2.86

Aggregate supply8 2.08 4.61 9.16 4.61

Aggregate of al

I

crops 2.45 5.07 6.03 1.50

Aggregate of I i ve-
st ock and I ive-

stock products 2.95 3.00 3.36 8.87

Average 4.57 3.52 3.14 3.77 2.86 4.84 6.27 4.99

aFor all agricultural commodities.

X| : price of commodity

X~ : price of input

price of competitive commodity

stock of commodity

quantity of input commodity produced

weather index

trend (time)

lagged output

X
3

*€

X
7

Xx
8

This table reveals that trend (time) is the most effective factor In

supply studies; lagged output is the next important one; weather index is

counted as the third effective factor. In general, price of commodity

and price of competitive commodity are the most significant effective varia-

But see limitations to this conclusion stated on page 21 and 22 below.
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bles. Since both Table 7 and Table 8 present such unusual results,

there must be some reasons.

One reason for these results is that these two tables are compu-

ted by using simple averages, and do not count the frequency of use of

variables in all studies. Therefore, a weighted average value of the

t-ratios of variables used in both demand and supply studies has been

computed. The weights used in these computations are the numbers of

times the variables appeared in the published equations, as shown in

Tables 4 and 5. The result has improved the previous results just a

little.

For all demand studies, the weighted average value of t-ratios still

indicates that stock of commodity has the highest value, 8.06. The cause

of this high value was one extremely high ratio of this variable in one

equation, (fertilizer study'). This ratio pulls up both simple average

and weighted average. Should this extremely large t-rat lo be eliminated,

then price of commodity would have the highest t-ratio (5.421.

As for the supply studies, the weighted average value did not im-

prove the result a. all. Trend, lagged output, and weather index are the

three most important variables.

Another possible explanation of the results of Table 7 and Table 8

is that the authors of these ten articles may have omitted some non-signifi-

cant variables when they presented their predicted equations, if those omit-

ted variables were included in the equations with a very small coefficient,

these would affect the average t value of individual factors. In Table 7

and Table 8, there are blank spaces, which might be interpreted as some

'see (3>.
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close to zero t-retlos. Should we fill all the blank spaces with zero,

then the results would differ only slightly from the general conclusion.

Irreversibility of Supply Function

In surveying the studies cited, a particular subject of great

Interest was discussed. The classical aupply function Is assumed to

be reversible over time. Expansion In production with a price rise and

contraction in production with a price fall occur along the same path.

In fact the adjustments or responses to short-run price changes occur at

unequal rates. It Is generally accepted that the supply elasticity of

expansion under rising prices exceeds the elasticity of contraction under

falling prices. The Irreversible function Is referred to In the static

context as being '•kinked". Given the level of price and output Ipolnt A

in Figure I), change can occur In either direction. In Figure I the

elasticity of expansion exceeds the elasl Icily of contraction. In fhe

aynamic frame of reference, cent reel ion may follow expansion or vice-

versa. The supply function In Figure 2 Is Irreversible because the Initial

point (A) and the final point <C1 do not coincide. Adynamic easel.

Price Price

Quantity

Figure I

Quantity

F
I
gure 2
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Based on this theoretical background. Barker 1 made an empirical

study of milk supply, snd presented the results ss a table which has

been recopled In Table 9.

Two cone I us Ions have been drawn:

III With a rising price trend, the year-to-year elasticity of expansion

exceeds the elasticity of contraction.

In equation I and equation 2, the elasticity of mi Ik-feed price ratio

supported this conclusion (.349, .2391. Also In equations 5 and 6

both feed price and milk price gave the same result (.306, .1.95;

.369, .2271.

(2) The elasticity of expansion Is higher under a rising than under a

falling price trend. In equations I and 3, .349 is yUr than

.134, while In equations 5 and 7, .306 Is gr—twr than -.127, and

.369 Is greater than .116.

In equations 3, 7, and 8, the elasticities of expansion f less

than the elasticities of contraction under falling price trend, which

Is an Inconsistent conclusion. But the small number of observations

and the non-algntf Icance of elasticities are the causal factors of this

Inconsistency.

The concept of the irreversibility of the supply function is impor-

tant in the explanation and prediction of supply response. Although

there Is evidence In this paper to suggest that the supply function for

milk Is not reversible, the results of this study are not conclusive.

Further research Is needed to establish more clearly the shapes of the

supply functions under different price movements.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Recent empirical studies have used the multiple regression method

very often as stated on page I. As Indicated in Table I, seven out of

ten articles deslt with demand and supply analysis} also sixty five

p^r cent of the number of equations were devoted to the same categories.

All these results reveal the Importance of demand and supply studies in

the agricultural economics field;

Farm foods, farm inputs, and livestock and livestock products,

ware subjects of approximately equal Interest in studies of the agricul-

tural sector. 1

Price of commodity Is a major factor for both demand and supply

studies. Among the f Ifty-seven demand and aupply equations which have

been published In these ten articles there are fifty equations which

contain this variable {price of commodity!? Four equations5 were found

in which price of commodity was a non-algnlf leant factor} therefore it

waa eliminated from the equations by the original author. Two of three

other equations4 contained the lagged price instead of the price of

I

Flrat column of Table 2, p. 9.

Tablea 4 and 3, pp. II and 12.

5
See (91

See 131
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commodity. So there Is only one equation which did not originally con-

tain tha factor of price, with this evidence, we can conclude that price

of commodity la the moat often used factor In studying demand and supply.

Wealth or Income of the farm and Stock of commodity ore the next two

often used factors In demand studies. Among seventeen demand equations,

lagged price haa been used three times, price of substitute goods twice,

ano price of complementary or supplementary goods only once. For supply

functions trend, price of Input, lagged output and weather Index are

ranked as most often used factors' without counting price of commodity.

About seventy-four per cent of tha published equstlons 187) which

have been fitted with the multiple regression method hold a value of

R2 In the range of .90 - .99; ten per cent In .80 - .89; five per cent

In .70 - .79; eight per cent In .60 - .69; two per cent below .60. Thla

result matches the theory very nicely, for we expect to have high value

of R2 for our empirical prediction function.

After the average t-ratloa ware computed for each Individual varia-

ble2 we obtained a conclusion that stock of commodity is the most Impor-

tant factor for demand studies; price of commodity at time period t Is

the next. For supply studies, trend Is the most Important one, and lagged

output Is the next. From the same tables, we find that price of substitute

goods Is the least important factor; and price of commodity at time period

t-l Is the nmxt to the lesst Important factor In demand studies. In

supply studies quantity of Input commodity produced and price of competitive

'Refer to Table 3, p. 12

Refer to Tables 7 and 8, pp. 19 end 20.
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commodity ere the two least Important factors.

*

The mult Ip la regression equations can be calculated by a desk

calculator, If the variables used for the equation are not many. Among

the ten articles, there ts only one equation containing nine variables

t Including the dependent variable)2 and the average number of variables

u&, d for each equation Is five. When an equation contains more than

five variables and the observation number fthe average number of observa-

tions for all ten articles Is 25.51 Is great also, then sn automatic

computer should be used In order to save all the time and computing

services Involved. But to get the automatic computer is very expensive.

Ho individual could do It, though porhaps an institution could.

The above conclusions are limited because this report Is based on

a rather small sample size. For example, the small aample size might

cause unusual conclusions such as we have drawn from Table 7 and Table 8.

Limitations to this conclusion stated on page 21 and 22.

2
Soe 17)
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Econometrics is a broad field in which mathematics and statistics

are applied to deal with economic theory. In many agricultural economic

problems, econometric methods have been applied. Linear programming,

non-linear programming, simultaneous equations, and multiple regressions

are four major methods used in econometrics.

Econometrics, quantitative economic study, has a threefold basis:

to formulate economic hypotheses, to collect appropriate data, and to

confront hypotheses with data. It differs from mathematical economics

by including statistical measurement and testing, and differs from

statistical economics by combining data with theory to obfain quant ita-

t i ve resul ts.

In the seventeenth century, econometrics was invented. Augustin

Cournot of France was Mm fi rst to apply mathematics to economic rroblems

with a great degree of success. Leon Walras and Jevons are the pioneers

in this field. Henry L. //core, Henry Schultz, and Irving Fisher have

contributed a lot to this field too.

In this repon are surveyed ten empirical researches in agricultural

economics, contained in the Journal of Farm Economics for the period

February 1957 to February 1962. It is the purpose of this report to

find out what the major objectives of the researches are, what success

these authors had In testing their theories (Did they get good statis-

tical fits in their regressions?), and what types of independent variables

are more important, if any.

An analysis of the ten empirical researches has led to the following

conclusions:

I. Demand and supply are two most common fields for research in

agricultural economics studies.



2. Price of the ccxrimod i t y or factor of production studied is the

i.ost commonly used variable for both demand and supply studies.

3. Other factors used for demand studies are: wealth or income

of the farm, stock of commodity, price of substitute goods, and

price of complementary or supplementary goods.

4. Other factors used for supply studies are: trend (time), price

of input, lagged output, weather index, price of competitive

commodity, stock of commodity, quantity of input commodity produced,

5. Seventy-four per cent of the published equations (87) have a

value of R2 in the range of .90-. 99; ten per cent in .80-. 89;

five per cent in .70-. 79; eight per cent in .60-. 69; two per

cent below .60.

6. The variables in demand studies are listed in descending order

of their importance as follows:

a. Stock of commodity.

b. Price of complementary or supplementary goods.

c. Price of commodity at time period t.

d. Wealth or income of the farm.

e. Price of commodity at time period t-l.

f. Price of substitute goods.

7. The variables in supply studies are listed in descending order

of their importance as follows:

a. Trend (time).

b. Lagged output.

c. Weather index.

d. Price of commodity.

e. Stock of commodity.



f. Price of input.

g. Price of competirive commodity.

h. Quantify of Input commodity produced.

8. Average number of variables used for each equation Is five.

Conclusions six and seven need some explanation. Generally speaking,

price of corroodity It the r»st important factor for both demand and supply

studios. Prices of competitive and substitute commodlt les, wealth or

income of the farm are also very Important co. -orles of variables.

Conclusions six and seven reached unusual conclusions, which differ from

the general theory. The reasons for these conclusions are:

1. The t-raMos, which have been used as the measurement of the

importance, are computed by using simple averages.

2. The authors of these ten articles may have omitted some non-

significant variables when they presented their predicted

equations. And this fact would affect the average t value of

Individual factors.

3. The sample size (ten articles) Is a rather small number.

One of the ten articles presented an interesting subject - irreversi-

bility of supply function. This paper suggested that the supply function

for milk is not reversible, but the results of this study are not conclu-

sive. Further researches In this subject are needed.


